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About AEON

AEON Mall offers different attractions featuring local and international 
brands with a unique product mix to cater to our customers’ needs 
under one roof. Being the pulse point for the surrounding community, 
AEON Mall is primarily visited for shopping, as well as for relaxation, 
social gatherings, green spaces, F&B, fun and entertainment. 
Oftentimes, the renowned festive sales at AEON Mall create enormous 
attraction and increased footfall for greater bargains. 

Being one of Malaysia’s largest mall operators, there are 28 AEON 
Malls nationwide with supermarkets, fashion boutiques, pharmacies, 
household items, bistros and cafes, cinemas, accessories, deco and 
gifts shops and many more for AEON customers to explore. 

AEON Mall also offers many exciting retail opportunities with a total of 
13.4 million sq ft net lettable area. 

AEON Mall offers retail spaces at affordable prices, including push 
carts and kiosks, to those who are keen to become AEON’s tenant 
partners. Multi-scheme rental rates are available in our continuous 
effort to support tenant partners to grow their businesses together 

with us. In line with the Government’s aspiration to develop SMEs, we 
have embarked on various initiatives in collaboration with ministries, 
local authorities and state agencies such as the Ministry of Domestic 
Trade and Cost of Living (KPDN), Lembaga Pemasaran Pertanian 
Persekutuan (FAMA), Majlis Amanah Rakyat (MARA), etc.

AEON Mall provides Market Place, a digital platform that is part of the 
iAEON App, providing business opportunities to our Tenant Partners 
and business operators located within our areas of operation. This 
platform enhances their online presence and enables them to adopt 
Online-Merge-Offline (OMO) seamlessly. 

For improved business operations, the e-Tenant Portal is made 
available to all tenant partners as the business automation solution 
catering to the management of billings, data analysis, feedback and 
inventories. 

Strategic advertisement spaces are also available at AEON Malls for 
tenant partners to leverage in enhancing their brand presence.
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